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Conflict Update # 256 

November 8th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 77,170 (710) soldiers killed, 2,786 (+15) enemy tanks, 5,654 (+24) armored  combat vehicles, 1,791 

(+9) artillery systems, 391 (+0) MLRS systems, 203 (+1) air defense systems, 278 (+1) warplanes, 260 (+0) helicopters, 

1,476 (+4) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 399 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,216 (+17) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 159 (+2) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

By the numbers – Russia suffered the largest number of fatalities over the past 24 hours in the Bakhmut and Avdiivka 

directions in Donetsk Oblast. Given increasing numbers of armored vehicle losses, it appears battles are being waged 

with tanks and APVs, showing more than trench warfare and rocket fire as evident over the past week. 

Reviewing combat maps from within Ukraine over the past few days, it was noticed that Russian pushes around these 

areas were repelled in a number of conflicts, with one town claimed as a success by Russian Command in Moscow 

actually being a severe defeat (see story below). 

Update on Russian losses - New figures suggest that Putin's war has cost more than 100,000 Russian lives. 

Telegram channel General SVR claims that the Russian leader has been informed of 77,291 killed in his regular forces 

since he started the conflict in February (higher than the number above, later reporting explaining the variance). 

In addition some 23,517 have been killed in private military companies like Wagner Group and another 5,308 Russian 

national guards have also been killed, said the channel. 

The Russian channel has regularly suggested the toll is higher than other sources. 

If correct, it would mean an overall Russian toll of 106,116. 

Comment – This is at odds with the number above of 77,170, but Ukraine has painstakingly made clear that they report 

casualties as verified only and will err on lower rather than higher reports, confirmations, numbers and estimates. 

We will stay with the official Ukrainian numbers, but irrespective, these are absolutely devastating casualty rates for 

any army in battle to suffer. If one calculates the generally-acceptable ratio of 3:1 injured versus killed, that summates 

to around hundreds of thousands of deaths and injuries. 

Perfectly understandable for soldiers to revolt and riot, as is reported further down in this Update. 

The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) issued a rare statement yesterday in response to extensive Russian 

milblogger outcries regarding extensive losses and poor command within the 155th Naval Infantry Brigade of the Pacific 

Fleet. Russian milbloggers published and circulated a letter that claimed Russian military leadership “threw” the 

brigade into an “incomprehensible offensive” near Pavlivka, Donetsk Oblast, where it suffered losses amounting to over 

300 killed, wounded, and missing and lost half of its equipment, all within four days. The letter explicitly blamed 

Eastern Military District Commander Gen Muradov, 155th Naval Infantry Brigade Commander Col Akhmedov, and 
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Russian Chief of the General Staff Gerasimov for the brigade’s losses and called on Primorsky Krai Governor 

Kozhemyako to conduct an independent review of the actions of the officers involved in planning and conducting the 

recent Russian offensive push in western Donetsk Oblast. The tone of many Russian milblogger responses to the letter 

resembles the response following the destruction of a Russian motorized rifle brigade crossing the SIverskyi Donets 

River on May 11, after which many pro-war milbloggers increased their direct criticism of the Russian military. 

The Russian MoD issued a rare response to the outcry on and claimed that less than one percent of the brigade was 

killed and less than seven percent was wounded within the past 10 days, and that Ukrainian forces suffered high losses 

instead. (Comment – it is regularly apparent that Russian updates are not supported by facts). 

Kozhemyako also sought to address the outcry and claimed that the brigade’s losses are greatly exaggerated and 

(without providing evidence) speculated that the letter was a product of Ukrainian special services He stated he 

contacted the brigade’s command and referred the case to the Russian military prosecutor. Some Russian milbloggers 

agreed, claiming that Russian losses could not be as high as the brigade claimed, even calling the brigade’s letter 

exaggerated or fake. The Russian MoD has remained remarkably tight-lipped about milblogger critiques of Russian 

failures throughout the war in Ukraine — unlike the Kremlin, which will occasionally indirectly address milblogger 

narratives. The MoD’s public response to milblogger outcry indicates that some Russian milbloggers have considerable 

leverage to shape MoD interactions in the information space and additionally suggests that the situation in Pavlivka is 

dire enough to warrant a response. 

Discourse regarding widespread failures of the Russian military establishment has pervaded beyond the milblogger 

information space and is increasingly coloring social dynamics. Russian milbloggers stated that women, presumably 

relatives of Russian military and mobilized personnel, have been calling attention to the failing state of the war by 

reaching out to milbloggers and local government officials.  

ISW has observed multiple instances of Russian military personnel’s wives and mothers advocating for their relatives 

serving in the military by reaching out to local officials and prominent Russian milbloggers since the beginning of partial 

mobilization in late September. The Russian MoD’s failure to properly address these systemic issues and their root 

causes will likely exacerbate these societal tensions throughout the war. 

Comment – Here come the Mothers. 

The Russian pro-war siloviki faction is increasing its influence in part to advance personal interests in Russia 

and occupied Ukraine, not strictly to win the war. Wagner Group financier Prigozhin confirmed Wagner is opening 

training and management centers for people’s militias in Kursk and Belgorod oblasts that will function outside of the 

Russian Armed Forces. ISW previously assessed that Prigozhin is undertaking efforts to strengthen his independent 

power base following his reported meeting with Kursk Oblast businessmen on the creation of regional people’s militia 

that symbolically occurred on Russia’s Unity Day.  

Prigozhin emphasized that Russian officials must assign regional businesses the responsibility to supply the militia 

rather than relying on the Kremlin. His Unity Day media appearances also captured the same notion of cooperation 

between the Russian government and business, which likely indicates that he is attempting to grow his Wagner-focused 

power base in Russia while undercutting unified Russian operations in Ukraine. He also started construction of an 

independent fortification dubbed the “Wagner Line” in Belgorod Oblast in late October and consistently defames St. 

Petersburg Governor Beglov, and the recent grand opening of the Wagner Center in St. Petersburg on Unity Day may 

suggest that Prigozhin is attempting to infiltrate the city’s business sphere. 

Another member of the siloviki party, Chechen leader Kadyrov, is also reportedly attempting to secure business 

opportunities on the back of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The Ukrainian Resistance Center noted that Kadyrov and 

his field commanders are growing business networks in the occupied territories, and Ukrainian officials previously 
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claimed that Kadyrov’s men received loot from Mariupol for their participation in the seizure of the city in March–

April. ISW cannot independently verify the validity of these Ukrainian statements, but Kadyrov is behaving in line with 

Prigozhin by advertising enlistment into his forces and undermining the formal Russian Armed Forces. For example, he 

advertised his provision of military equipment to a proxy unit in occupied Donetsk Oblast; and Prigozhin similarly 

provided equipment to a Russian unit prior. 

Both Prigozhin and Kadyrov remain independent figures within Russia due to Putin’s dependency on their forces. 

Russian journalists often ask Prigozhin about his ambitions for the Kremlin, which despite his repeated denials, show 

that he has created a public perception of his possibly entering a position of power. Such discussions deviate from 

Putin’s decades-long positioning of himself as the only viable leader for Russia. Prigozhin also likely maintains his access 

to key Kremlin officials, and the Ukrainian Resistance Center reported he had an unofficial meeting with Putin’s 

administration head Anton Vaino. Prigozhin and Vaino allegedly discussed Putin’s negative influence over the Russian 

military campaign and distaste for Russian higher military command. The existence of this meeting is impossible to 

confirm in open sources, but Western officials previously confirmed that Prigozhin directly addressed Putin regarding 

military failures in Ukraine in October. 

Russian forces have greatly depleted their arsenal of high-precision weapons systems and suffered 

significant aviation losses and will likely struggle to maintain the current pace of their coordinated campaign against 
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Ukrainian critical infrastructure. C-in-C of the Ukrainian Armed Forces General Zaluzhnyi stated his forces have 

destroyed 278 aircraft compared to the Soviet Union’s loss of 119 aircraft during 10 years of war in Afghanistan. The UK 

MoD reported Russian forces are unlikely to replace these aviation losses in the next few months because they 

significantly outstrip Russian capacity to manufacture new airframes. Ukrainian GUR representative Skitbitsky stated in 

a comment to the Economist yesterday Russian forces have used more than 80% of their modern missiles only have 

120 Iskander missiles left.  

ISW previously assessed that Russia has depleted its arsenal of high-precision weapon systems in its campaign against 

Ukrainian critical infrastructure, intended to degrade Ukrainian popular will. Ukrainian sources yesterday reported 

Ukrainian officials and engineers could restore power supplies to normal levels in a few weeks if the pace of Russian 

strikes on critical infrastructure dramatically slowed.  

Skitbitsky also reported Russian officials have reached an agreement with Iranian officials to purchase Fateh-110 and 

Zolfaghar ballistic missile systems. ISW has previously assessed that Russian forces are increasingly reliant on Iranian-

made weapon systems to support its coordinated strike campaign against Ukrainian critical infrastructure. 

Dozens of recently mobilized Russian conscripts surrender in Luhansk - Dozens of recently mobilized Russian 

soldiers who surrendered to Ukrainian troops in eastern Ukraine’s Luhansk region have been decrying their conditions 

and lack of training according to unverified video footage circulating on social media. 

At least 21 soldiers — most of them hailing from Moscow and the surrounding Moscow region — were captured by 

Ukrainian forces near the city of Svatove, Ukrainian Foreign Ministry adviser Anton Gerashchenko announced in a 

Telegram post on Monday.  

"[The Russians] are firing on their own [troops] …We sat [in the trenches] for three days and our own [comrades] were 

shelling us," one of the surrendering conscripts can be heard saying in a video posted by Gerashchenko.  

"You will be cannon fodder," said another soldier addressing fellow mobilized Russians. 

The prisoners of war said they were "sent to their rightful deaths" with no equipment or training and claimed their 

commanders abandoned them as soon as they came under enemy fire. 

"We didn’t eat or drink for three days. We sat in the soaking trenches," one of the prisoners said of his experience on 

the frontlines. 

The men in the video could be members of the 15th Regiment of the 27th Motor Rifle Brigade from Moscow and the 

Moscow region, which was deployed to the frontlines near Svatove in early October, according to the U.S. think tank 

The Institute for the Study of War.  

The regiment, according to the think tank, consisted of newly mobilized servicemen who were sent into combat with no 

training. 

Russians on the run: Putin's men are seeing fleeing burning tanks and dodging Ukrainian missiles during doomed 

assault on town 'that saw 300 Kremlin troops killed.' 

Videos show desperate Russian troops fleeing from their burning tanks and a group of soldiers being blown up by 

Ukrainian missiles during a disastrous assault on a town in eastern Ukraine that saw 300 soldiers reportedly killed or 

wounded.  

Footage shows Russian marines from the 155th Naval Infantry Brigade driving a burning T-80BVM tank, along a road in 

the largely destroyed town of Pavlivka, as flames and black smoke erupted from the vehicle following a Ukrainian 

strike. 
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A group of Russian soldiers can be seen climbing on top of the tank and jumping down before they ran away from the 

burning wreck. 

Another astonishing video shows dozens of Russian marines, packed closely together, running into a deserted house in 

the town. A few seconds later, Ukrainian missiles rained down on them in a deadly strike. 

Further footage shows Russian soldiers driving their tanks through minefields, with their vehicles erupting into flames 

one by one.  

A number of Vladimir Putin's men can be seen lying dead in the ditches of the fields surrounding Pavlivka after they 

were shot by Ukrainian soldiers after they tried to flee their burning tanks. 

The videos show just how calamitous Russia's assault on Pavlivka earlier this month was - and provides further evidence 

of Russian generals treating their recruits as 'cannon fodder'. 

The assault was so disastrous that the Russian marines from the 155th Naval Infantry Brigade, who led the four-day 

assault, publicly criticized their 'incompetent' generals in an open letter. 

Comment – this is the same disastrous assault that was defined by Russian military command as “just a few percent 

were affected.” “Due to the competent actions of the unit commanders, the losses of marines for the given period do 

not exceed 1% of combat strength, and 7% wounded, a significant part of whom have already returned to duty,' it said.  

Another fine example of Russian disinformation, a primary reason why a respected group such as ISW (Institute of War  

Russian troops threaten to “go home” in confrontation with General - Russia's 155th Naval Infantry Brigade 

is just one of several Russian units which raised concerns about the poor planning of their commanders. 

Footage showed thousands of Russian conscripts shouting at Major-General Kirill Kulakov at a training base in Kazan, a 

city in Russia, with some yelling 'let's go home.' 

Some men claimed the Putin general was 'drunk' while others taunted him for allegedly calling them 'pigs.” He was 

urged by the mob to 'apologize' for the treatment of the mobilised men by the Russian army. 

The general sought to stay calm and reason with the men, telling them their orders were clear and their activities for 

the next day had been published. 

At one point he said: 'I am answering your questions….' 

But one soldier screamed: 'F***ing general, you know where you're sending us,' alluding to the front line where many 

conscripts fear they are being used as cannon fodder by a cruel regime with incompetent commanders. 

Kulikov was told: 'You're sitting comfortably in a warm place.' 

Up to 2,500 men were involved in the protest, according to social media accounts, and Kulikov was forced to call 

OMON riot police to restore calm. 

'The general was kicked out of here - the brute arrived drunk and [making complaints about our behaviour],' said one 

enlisted soldier. 'We have rusty machine guns from the 1970s that are not [tested], it is dangerous to shoot with them.' 

They claimed visits by family to the training camp are 'banned'. 

The soldier added: 'The equipment for 2,500 people is two Ural [trucks]. There is no water to shower, and the meals 

[are not regular].' 

Trainers who have been to the front told the men they face death when they are sent there, they claimed. 
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Another botched Russian assault - Meanwhile, a Russian soldier from a different battalion has claimed that more 

than 500 of their comrades had been killed in the village of Makiivka, an hour north of Pavlivka. 

Aleksey Agafonov, one of the alleged surviving servicemen, told Verstka in an unverified report that his unit was 

abandoned on the front line by generals, and they were wiped out within days. 

'We had three shovels per battalion and there were no provisions at all. We dug in as best we could and in the morning 

the shelling started from artillery and helicopters. We were simply shot,' Agafonov claimed.  

'When it all started the officers simply ran away.' 

Russian troops continued efforts to fix Ukrainian troops against the international border in northeastern Kharkiv 

Oblast. 

Russian sources claimed Ukrainian troops continued counteroffensive operations in the Svatove direction. 

Russian sources claimed Russian troops conducted limited counterattacks to regain lost positions west of 

Kreminna. 

Russian sources widely claimed proxy and Wagner Group troops entered the outskirts of Bilohorivka. 

Russian sources reported that Ukrainian troops are massing in the Kherson Oblast direction. 

Russian troops continued offensive operations around Bakhmut, in the Avdiivka-Donetsk City area, and in 

western Donetsk Oblast. 

Ukrainian forces conducted limited interdiction efforts against Russian concentration areas in Zaporizhzhia 

Oblast. 

Putin continued to make public statements and signed additional decrees to portray himself as taking steps to 

fix fundamental problems with partial mobilization in Russia. 

Russian and occupation officials continue to abduct Ukrainian children, intimidate civilians, and escalate filtration 

measures. 

Eastern Ukraine: (Eastern Kharkiv Oblast-Western Luhansk Oblast) - Russian forces likely continued efforts to 

fix Ukrainian troops on the international border in northeastern Kharkiv Oblast by conducting minor cross-border 

attacks. UGS reported Ukrainian forces repelled a Russian attack on Zybyne, a settlement in northern Kharkiv Oblast 

about 3km south of the Russian border. Geolocated footage posted to social media depicts Russian troops digging 

trenches near the international border in Belgorod Oblast. As ISW has reported, such actions are likely intended to fix 

Ukrainian troops against the northern international border but do not presage a major Russian offensive (that Russian 

forces do not have the capacity to conduct), preventing some Ukrainian troops needed to screen the border from 

pursuing offensive operations elsewhere in Ukraine. 

Russian sources claimed Ukrainian troops continued counteroffensive operations in the Svatove direction. The Russian 

MoD claimed Ukrainian forces attacked Nizhnya Duvanka, and additionally reported Ukrainian troops attempted to 

advance towards Novoselivske. 
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A Russian milblogger noted fighting in the 

area northwest of Svatove has taken on a 

“positional nature” characterized by episodic 

and unsuccessful attempts by both Ukrainian 

and Russian troops to break through the 

frontline. Another milblogger claimed Russian 

1st Guards Tank Army are holding defensive 

positions around Svatove.  

A Russian source posted footage of Russian 

forces firing a TOS-1 thermobaric multiple 

rocket launch system at Ukrainian positions 

around Svatove. The use of such a military-

district-level asset in this area may suggest 

either that Russian forces are increasingly 

prioritizing the defense of the Svatove-

Kreminna line, or that Russian troops have 

largely exhausted munitions that would be 

more appropriate for the type of close-

quarters artillery exchanges that are common 

in this area. 

Russia forces conducted limited 

counterattacks to regain lost positions west 

of Kreminna. UGS reported its troops 

repelled assaults in the direction of 

Yampolivka and Yampil. Russian sources also 

reported their troops launched limited 

counterattacks west of Kreminna towards 

Yampolivka and Makiivka. The Russian MoD 

and milbloggers claimed Ukrainian troops 

continued counteroffensive attacks 

northwest of Kreminna and unsuccessfully 

attempted to advance on Ploshchanka and Chervonopopivka, 10km and 5km northwest of Kreminna, respectively. 

Russian sources widely claimed that proxy and Wagner Group troops entered Bilohorivka. Several Russian milbloggers 

claimed LNR 6th Cossack Regiment and Wagner Group forces entered Bilohorivka after months of heavy fighting along 

the Donetsk-Luhansk Oblast border and that fighting is continuing in residential areas of the settlement.  

UGS reported Russian troops attacked Bilohorivka but did not confirm Russian claims that Russian forces have entered 

the settlement. UGS also noted that a Ukrainian strike damaged a unit of the Chechen Akhmat battalion in Lysychansk, 

about 10km east of Bilohorivka. Russian forces likely seek to regain lost positions along the Donetsk-Luhansk Oblast 

border to push Ukrainian troops further away from the critical Severodonetsk-Lysychansk area. 

Comment – Viewing combat maps of this skirmish showed Russian troops entering the southern half of the town but 

failed to observe higher grounded Ukrainian troops in the settlement alongside. The Ukrainian company countered by 

encircling the Russians and eliminating a large number of them. Contrary to Russian accounts, it is reliably learnt that 

Russian troops fell into a trap occupying half of the town and were then picked off by the Ukrainian forces. 
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Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - Russian forces continued defensive preparations in Kherson over the past 

two days with Ukrainian sources reporting they are attempting to hold occupied lines in the Kherson direction.  

Russian and Ukrainian sources continued to claim Russian troops are evacuating civilians from the west bank, indicating 

continued concern over Ukrainian advances. Geolocated satellite imagery from October 29, November 3, and 

November 4 shows Russian defensive lines in Kakhovka (70km east of Kherson City), Hola Prystan (8km southwest of 

Kherson City), and Ivanivka (60km southwest of Kherson City) — all of which lie on the east bank of the river.  

Russian sources widely claimed Ukrainian 

forces are amassing in the Kherson direction 

with Occupation deputy Stremousov and 

Russian milbloggers claiming Ukrainian forces 

are pulling troops to the Kherson Oblast 

border in preparation for the next stage of 

their counteroffensive. The Russian MoD and 

other sources additionally claimed that 

Ukrainian troops attacked Russian positions 

along the current frontline in northern 

Kherson and in western Kherson near the 

Kherson-Mykolaiv border. Russian sources 

additionally claimed Ukrainian sabotage and 

reconnaissance groups blew up three power 

lines along the Beryslav-Kakhovka road and 

cut electricity supply to the Beryslav area. 

Ukrainian forces continued their interdiction 

campaign against Russian concentration areas 

throughout Kherson over the past three days. 

Geolocated footage shows the aftermath of a 

Ukrainian strike on the “Golden Pheasant” 

hotel in Radensk, where Russian troops 

reportedly barracked. Ukrainian military 

sources confirmed their strikes successfully 

targeted a large Russian concentration area in 

Radensk, as well as in the Beryslav Raion and 

Hola Prystan. Residents of Nova Kakhovka and 

Oleshky posted imagery of smoke following 

reported Ukrainian strikes yesterday. 

Donetsk Oblast - Russian forces continued offensive operation around Bakhmut and UGS reported their forces 

repelled assaults within a 26km radius northeast of Bakhmut near Bakhmutske, Berestove, and Yakovlivka and within a 

20km radius south of Bakhmut near Andriivka, Mayorsk, Ozarianivka, and Opytne. Geolocated footage shows Russian 

forces operating south of Bakhmut in Ivanhrad.  

Russian sources claimed their forces took full control of Ivanhrad on November 6 and are continuing to conduct 

offensive operations south of Bakhmut to take Opytne as yesterday. LNR Deputy Interior Minister Kiselev claimed 

Wagner Group units broke through Ukrainian forces’ first lines of defense in Bakhmut. A Russian milblogger claimed 

Wagner PMC elements are attacking in the direction of Bakhmut from three directions: near Klishchiivka south of 
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Bakhmut, near Ivanhrad southeast of Bakhmut, and on the eastern city limits of Bakhmut.[ Another Russian milblogger 

claimed actions of Wagner Group units in the Bakhmut area caused Ukrainian forces to suffer substantial losses, 

although ISW cannot independently verify this claim. 

Russian forces continued offensive 

operations in the Avdiivka-Donetsk City area 

on November 6 and 7. UGS reported its 

repelled Russian assaults within a 27km 

radius south of Avdiivka near Makiivka, 

Marinka, and Krasnohorivka. DNR Militia 

claimed its Sparta Battalion and other Russian 

military units captured former Ukrainian 

positions in the vicinity of the Donetsk City 

Airport. The commander of the Sparta 

Battalion his units completed a complete 

clean-up of the Donetsk City airport and 

pushed Ukrainian forces past the E-50 

highway in the area.  

A Russian milblogger claimed their forces 

conducted an assault northeast of Avdiivka 

on Kamianka to control a section of the N-20 

highway. DNR First Deputy Information 

Minister Bezsonov claimed Russian forces are 

making steady progress southwest of 

Avdiivka near Opytne (4km southwest of 

Avdiivka) and Vodyane. A BARS-13 (Russian 

combat reserves) source claimed Russian 

forces are continuing offensive operations 

southwest of Avdiivka near Pervomaiske. 

Russian forces continued offensive 

operations in western Donetsk Oblast  and 

UGS reported its forces repelled assaults near Pavlivka and Novomyhailivka, Donetsk Oblast. Russian sources widely 

described their offensive operations near Pavlivka as slow moving or as not going well, with one milblogger stating 

everything in Pavlivka “is objectively bad.” 

Another milblogger claimed that its forces have not made significant progress near Pavlivka nor Novomykhailivka, and 

that fighting in these areas is increasingly becoming positional. A Russian source claimed Russian forces are 

experiencing a dilemma in the Pavlivka area in which they must withdraw exhausted units but do not have available 

fresh units to replace them.  

Yet another milblogger claimed Russian forces launched assaults on Novomykhailivka as well as Kostyantinivka to 

increase pressure on the Ukrainian garrison in Marinka. Bezsonov claimed that weather and mud in the Vuhledar 

direction is making it difficult for Russian forces to advance through fields and establish logistics. UGS reported Russian 

forces continued indirect fire along the line of contact in Donetsk Oblast and eastern Zaporizhia Oblast 

Southern Axis - UGS reported that its forces repelled assaults near Shcherbaky, Zaporizhia Oblast. Russian forces 

continued routine air, missile, and artillery strikes west of Hulyaipole and in Dnipropetrovsk and Mykolaiv oblasts.  
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Ukrainian military sources reported enemy forces struck Nikopol and other settlements along the contact line in 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast and Zaporizhia Oblast, Mykolaiv Oblast, and on the Black Sea coast. Russian sources reported 

that they destroyed two Ukrainian ammunition depots in the Orikhiv area west of Hulyaipole. Ukrainian military 

sources reported the situation in Zaporizhia Oblast and surrounding areas has not significantly changed because enemy 

forces continue to focus on maintaining current occupation borders in the region. Ukraine’s Southern Operational 

Command (SOC) notably reported Russian forces used at least three loitering munitions to attack areas in Mykolaiv 

Oblast and noted that defense air defenses shot down one drone in Mykolaiv Oblast. The Zaporizhia Oblast Military 

Administration also reported that Russian forces launched S-300 anti-aircraft missiles at Hulyaipole. 

Ukrainian forces conducted limited interdiction efforts against Russian concentration areas in Zaporizhia Oblast. 

Zaporizhia Oblast Military Administration confirmed Ukrainian forces struck Russian concentration areas south of 

Hulyaipole near Basan, Polohy, and Marfopil and destroyed up to 30 units of Russian military equipment and wounded 

around 120 Russian servicemen. Oblast deputy Rogov reported Russian forces are constructing fortified positions north 

of Russian-occupied Zaporizhia Oblast. 

Russian authorities consolidated control of the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant (ZNPP) amid continued Ukrainian 

raids in the area. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported Russian occupation authorities at the ZNPP tried to 

blackmail Ukrainian ZNPP employees into signing Russian contracts, which require accepting Russian Federation 

citizenship, by the end of November. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported these Russian contracts will require 

Ukrainian ZNPP employees to disperse to nuclear power plants throughout the territory of the Russian Federation. This 

suggests Russian authorities seek to transfer ZNPP over to Russia completely by replacing Ukrainian employees with 

Russian employees, as ISW has previously assessed. The IAEA also reported power to ZNPP is fully restored after 

shelling damaged power to the plant. Meanwhile, footage from November 5 showed Ukrainian Special Forces 

conducting operations north of Enerhodar, crossing the Dnipro River. Ukrainian troops have likely continued limited 

raids across the Kakhovka Reservoir towards Enerhodar. 

Russia's invading forces are digging in for a rough battle ahead at several locations along Ukraine's 

occupied south. And that includes the southern city of Mariupol, British military intelligence said Tuesday. Dozens of 

concrete pyramidal anti-tank obstacles called "dragon's teeth" are being produced at two different plants near the 

strategic port city of Mariupol, which "forms part of Russia's 'land bridge' from Russia to Crimea, a key logistics line of 

communication," the Brits point out. Those tank barricades have also been reportedly sent to occupied Zaporizhzhia 

and Kherson oblasts, which also hug strategic waterways like the Black Sea and the Dnipro river. 

Russia is fortifying its lines throughout areas of occupation the British said today. Those occupying forces 

seem to be expending "significant effort to prepare defenses in depth behind their current front line, likely to forestall 

any rapid Ukrainian advances in the event of breakthroughs." Otherwise, Russia-ordered evacuations have slowed from 

the occupied city of Kherson; but "tens of thousands of Russian troops, including its elite units" have stayed behind in 

the hopes of fending off an expected offensive from Ukraine's military, according to the Wall Street Journal. 

Looking to the east, President Zelenskyy said, "The Donetsk region remains the epicenter of the greatest madness of 

the occupiers; they die by the hundreds every day. The ground in front of the Ukrainian positions is literally littered 

with the bodies of the occupiers." 

Satellite images show a Russian buildup in Belarus. Experts say it may be a bluff - When Russia held large-

scale military exercises in Belarus in February, the two countries described them as defensive in nature, aimed at 

repelling outside aggression, namely from Ukraine and NATO. 

But as the exercises wound down, many of the 30,000 Russian troops stationed in Belarus then poured over the border 

of Ukraine as part of President Vladimir Putin's invasion, now in its eighth month. 
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New satellite imagery obtained by RFE/RL's 

Belarus Service shows thousands of Russian 

troops may have returned to Belarus, raising 

questions about whether another incursion 

into Ukraine from the north is imminent -- or if 

Moscow, with the help of Minsk, is merely 

trying to distract Kyiv. 

The Russians "don't have enough combat 

power to launch an offensive [from Belarus], 

and there are no vital Ukrainian points nearby," 

said Mark Cancian, a military analyst at the 

Washington-based Center for Strategic and 

International Studies. 

Russian forces have suffered significant losses in manpower and equipment since September, when Ukraine launched a 

counteroffensive that continues in the Donbas in the east and Kherson in the south. 

"The Russians probably want to distract Ukrainians and pull some of their forces away from Kherson and the Donbas," 

Cancian told RFE/RL. 

Comment – I wrote about this development in Update #253 dated November 5th together with a map of potential 

Russian advances to cut off Polish rail supply routes into Ukraine.  
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Peace Talks 

Maintaining contact with kremlin 'in the interests' of U.S., Sullivan says - U.S. national-security adviser Jake 

Sullivan has confirmed that communication channels between the United States and Russia remain open despite the 

war in Ukraine, the BBC reports. 

Sullivan, speaking in New York yesterday, said it was "in the interests" of the US to maintain contact with the Kremlin. 

Sullivan's comments came after a report in The Wall Street Journal on November 6 he held undisclosed talks with top 

Russian officials in the hope of reducing the risk the Russian invasion of Ukraine spills over or escalates into a nuclear 

conflict. 

NATO 

Erdogan announces new meeting on Sweden's NATO bid - Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan says 

another meeting on Sweden's NATO membership bid will be held later this month. Erdogan made the comment on 

November 8 after hosting Swedish Prime Minister Ulf Kristersson in Ankara. Erdogan said the joint meeting would be 

organized in Stockholm. Erdogan said he "sincerely wished" for Sweden to join NATO, but added: "We understand their 

security concerns, and we want Sweden to respond to ours." Kristersson said Sweden will "live up to all the obligations 

made to Turkey in countering the terrorist threat." Ankara has blocked Sweden and Finland from joining NATO over the 

harboring of Kurdish militants. 

Comment – This is a sensitive area of geopolitics as the Kurdish people have not seen any recognition of their land 

claims in the post-WWI period. Their historical lands spread across multiple present states including Iraq, Syria and 

Turkey. All their claims have been construed by Turkey as “terrorist” demands, and Turkey seeks to literally obliterate 

any semblance of a Kurdish state or nation.  

In Iraq the Kurds were in constant conflict with Saddam Hussein’s Ba’athist government for many years over religious 

and political issues with Saddam attacking them with chemical weapons in the 1980’s. 

Containment 

China slams reported plan for US B-52 bombers in Australia - The United States is preparing to deploy up to 

six nuclear-capable B-52 bombers in northern Australia, a news report said Monday, prompting China to accuse the U.S. 

of undermining regional peace and stability. 

The United States is preparing to build dedicated facilities for the long-range bombers at RAAF Tindal in the Northern 

Territory, national broadcaster Australian Broadcasting Corp. reported. 

Tindal is south of the coastal city of Darwin, where thousands of U.S. Marines Corps troops have spent about half of 

each year since 2012 under a deal struck between then-U.S. President Obama and then-Prime Minister Gillard. 

Prime Minister Anthony Albanese did not directly respond when asked at a news conference on Monday if the United 

States is preparing to deploy bombers in Australia. 

“We engage with our friends in the United States alliance from time to time,” Albanese said. 

Asked about U.S. nuclear bombers being positioned in Australia, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said 

defense and security cooperation between countries should “not target any third parties or harm the interests of third 

parties.” 
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“The relevant U.S. behaviors have increased regional tensions, seriously undermined regional peace and stability, and 

may trigger an arms race in the region,” Zhao told reporters at a regular briefing in Beijing. 

“China urges the parties concerned to abandon the outdated Cold War and zero-sum mentality and narrowminded 

geopolitical thinking, and to do something conducive to regional peace and stability and enhancing mutual trust 

between the countries,” Zhao added. 

Geopolitics 

Zelenskyy to take part in G20 summit next week - President Zelenskyy will take part in the G20 summit of the 

world's major economies next week, a spokesman told Ukrainian public broadcaster Suspilne earlier today, adding that 

his participation will most likely be in an online format. Zelenskyy had said last week he would not take part if Putin 

attended the November 15-16 summit in Indonesia. Serhiy Nykyforov did not say whether Zelenskyy had changed his 

position. 

The Dutch Are Blocking Schengen Entry For Bulgaria And Romania - For years, EU institutions have assured 

26 million Bulgarians and Romanians that they are ready to join a borderless Europe. And for at least as long, Dutch 

governments have quietly but forcefully held fast to their insistence that Sofia and Bucharest must do more to show 

that they can believe those assurances. 

Now, as Romanian and Bulgarian hopes culminate of joining by the end of the year the 26-country Schengen area, 

where passports and other border controls have been abolished, a Dutch veto could deal the more junior EU members 

another disheartening blow and thwart a stated priority for the Czech EU Presidency, whose term ends in January. 

"The conservatism that you see now really reflects that the parties of the center-right in the Netherlands were unhappy 

with how far [along on reforms] Romania and Bulgaria were when they entered the union" in 2007, Simon Otjes, an 

assistant professor at Leiden University who specializes in European and Dutch public opinion and party politics, told 

RFE/RL. 

There are few signs of a softening in The Hague. 

The Dutch parliament last month approved a motion urging Prime Minister Mark Rutte's government "not to take any 

irreversible steps" on the Schengen question for Romania or Bulgaria without "further investigations into border 

surveillance and the reduction of corruption and organized crime in both countries." 

It warned that "Corruption and problems with organized crime in a Schengen country can cause serious problems in the 

functioning of border control in that country and thus put the security of the Netherlands and the entire Schengen area 

at risk." 

Will Saudi Arabia join the Abraham Accords? - The Abraham Accords are just two years old, but they have 

revolutionized the relationship between the Jewish state and moderate Sunni Arab nations, so it is not unreasonable to 

think that what has until now been a Palestinian veto on any diplomatic progress between Israel and Saudi Arabia 

might be at an end. 

The Abraham Accords employed an outside-in strategy, making peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors a bridge 

that would allow Palestinians to feel comfortable with making the necessary concessions for peace. Unfortunately, with 

a corrupt Palestinian Authority, which has never come to terms with a Jewish state anywhere in the Levant, it is up to 

the Sunni states to say: Enough is enough, we need to make peace with Israel in our own interests. 

It was always presumed that UAE and Bahrain would never have joined the Accords without behind-the-scenes Saudi 

encouragement. However, the Saudis still believe they have a special obligation to protect their Palestinian Arab 
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brethren, no matter how difficult they are to deal with. On the other hand, they know the Palestinians are not fond of 

them, and the feeling is mutual. 

According to Bloomberg, Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan said last year that the Kingdom has “no current 

intention to join the [Abraham] Accords. … The best way to build on that spirit is to find a path to solving the issue of 

the Palestinians and finding a path to a Palestinian state. … Without solving the Palestinian-Israel conflict, we’re not 

going to have real, sustainable security in the region.” 

The precarious state of US-Saudi relations today will likely be a drag on any possibility of diplomatic progress between 

the Kingdom and Israel. Despite Secretary of State Blinken saying Saudi Araba is a “critical partner” in expanding the 

Accords, the Biden administration has invested minimal political capital in making it happen. 

The Saudis know the administration would consider it a political win if Riyadh joined the Accords, and they are in no 

hurry to do Biden a favor. This is especially the case after Biden publicly reprimanded Crown Prince Mohammed bin 

Salman (MBS) for lowering oil production while Americans are paying high gas prices, despite the president’s demand 

that he refrain from doing so. 

If Biden wants the Saudis to help with future oil production, the quid pro quo will be American help against the 

Iranians. If the US stops its outreach to Iran and imposes more “consequences” on the ayatollahs, MBS will almost 

certainly start pumping more oil. 

There is still bipartisan consensus in support of the US-Israel relationship, and any warming of relations with Israel 

would be welcomed in Congress and by the administration. All the Saudis, officially or not, on the record or off, make a 

point of saying that they are ready for diplomatic relations with Israel only if the Palestinian issue is resolved. It 

sounded like they were still following the old Saudi playbook: A resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict would have 

to come before normalization. 

Grain 

Zelenskyy has called for an extension of the Black Sea grain export deal that has allowed exports from three 

major Ukrainian ports, easing a global food crisis.  

Sanctions 

Putin’s gas strategy is doomed to fail - Firstly, declining gas flows to Europe are having a significant impact on the 

Russian economy. Despite recent sky-high energy prices, the record budget surpluses that the Kremlin recorded in the 

first six months of the war have been all but erased and it remains without significant credit support from abroad, as 

even China remains reticent to extend financial support. 

While Beijing and some non-aligned countries like India are happy to buy up its oil and gas at a discount, diminishing 

discretionary spending and a decrease in industrial production as a result of sanctions will further rack the Russian 

economy in the short term. Russia’s long-term prospects are also increasingly dim due to the impact of sanctions and 

the country’s declining population – a trend which has been exacerbated by Putin’s draft and the hundreds of 

thousands who have fled as a result. (Comment – as Chinese output decreases, so does its demand for energy, seeing 

reduced quantities of oil and gas purchased from Russia). 

The reality is that Russia’s entire economic model is dependent on hydrocarbon exports to Europe. Putin has chosen to 

gamble everything on his Ukrainian folly. As gas flows fall to a trickle, so does the lifeblood of Russia’s economy. The 

Russian president seems to be playing an energy game, while hoping his fortunes will be reversed. (Comment – as 
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mentioned in previous Updates, Russia cannot merely switch from west to east as pipeline capacity doesn’t allow this, 

therefore loss of export volumes westwards are lost volumes overall for the Russian economy). 

For example, he has allowed some Russian gas flows to Europe to continue. One route is via Ukraine. Extrapolating 

from current flows, the route is set to deliver just 15 billion cubic metres (bcm) per annum, but its effect on the 

European market is primarily to serve as a reminder that Putin can increase the flow of gas. It is important for the 

Kremlin to keep it operational to set the groundwork for later arguments that its actions in the economic war are 

separate from the invasion of Ukraine – a claim that has no basis in reality. 

The other route is via Turkey’s TurkStream pipeline and its Bulgarian extension, Balkan Stream, through which Russian 

gas is delivered to Serbia and Hungary. These flows are significant, in particular, because they enable the Kremlin to 

reward its sole major remaining supporter in the EU – the government of Viktor Orban and is intended to enable 

Moscow to eventually try to re-establish itself as a credible supplier to Europe and to other countries racked by the 

energy crises. 

Balkan Stream has a current capacity of 15 bcm per annum which can be increased to 20bcm. This may be a fraction of 

the combined 110 bcm capacity of the two Nord Stream pipelines that lay damaged by sabotage at the bottom of the 

North Sea and link Russia to Germany’s pipeline network. Nonetheless, it offers a sufficient supply that could ultimately 

be used to entice other gas-hungry European countries in Central and Eastern Europe, including Austria. 

US asks Europe to consider export controls on China - EU trade officials are hearing a new idea from their US 

counterparts: draw lessons from the export-control regime they’ve been using against Russia to address issues with 

China. We’re told that European officials aren’t currently inclined to go down that route, even as the Biden 

administration has slapped new limits on its tech exports to China and is considering more. US Trade Representative 

Katherine Tai was in Prague, where EU trade ministers held an informal meeting. It’s unclear whether the topic came 

up there, but export controls have been one of the more effective tools to cripple Russia’s arsenal and are seen as 

useful to slow down China in the global tech race. 

Could Russia collapse? 

Among the many questions asked about Russia’s disastrous war against Ukraine, one of them is posed only very rarely: 

can Russia survive what seems increasingly likely to be a humiliating defeat at the hands of its smaller neighbour? 

On the face of it, the prospect seems almost absurd. Putin may be weakened by a trio of crucial miscalculations – 

Russian military strength, Ukrainian resolve, and Western unity – but there’s no evidence yet he’s on the verge of losing 

his grip on power, much less the Russian state imploding. 

There have been few significant demonstrations on the streets to protest against the war, against his leadership, or 

even against mobilization. Those with the wherewithal to leave Russia for fear of getting drafted have already fled. And 

while there are likely to be significant economic shocks as Western sanctions begin to bite, some creative fiscal 

management by Moscow has dampened their impact so far. 

Indeed, by rattling the nuclear sabre ever louder amid blatant false flags about Ukrainian “dirty bombs,” the image 

Putin seeks to project is one of strength, not fragility. 

Cognitive biases among Western commentators can also play a role when making judgements about authoritarian 

states like Russia, leading us to see weakness when in fact it is absent. After all, nobody seriously thought the United 

States would disintegrate after its ignominious withdrawal from Vietnam, or Iraq, or Afghanistan for that matter. 

But there are three good reasons why we should not discount the possibility that defeat in Ukraine might make the 

Kremlin’s edifice crumble, leaving Russia difficult to govern in its entirety, or at least its present form. 
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1. It has happened before  

First and most obvious – it has happened before. And in an historical sense, it has happened relatively recently, with 

the collapse of the USSR in 1991 rightly considered a seismic event in world politics. 

The rub is that nobody predicted the end of the USSR either. 

In fact, it was confidently assumed in the West that Mikhail Gorbachev would go on ruling the Soviet Union, until the 

hardline coup that failed to topple him (but left him politically mortally wounded) made that view obviously redundant. 

2. Lack of viable alternatives to Putin 

Second, the distribution of political power in Russia means there are no viable alternative answers beyond Putin. Part 

of this is deliberate: Putin has constructed the state in his own image, making himself inseparable from any major 

question about Russian society and statehood. 

Eschewing an imperial title, but acting in accordance with its precepts, Putin is Russia’s tsar in virtually everything but 

name. But that also means there is no patrilineal succession plan, nor anyone in his increasingly shrinking orbit of semi-

trusted courtiers who readily stands out as a replacement. It’s difficult to imagine a successor who could command 

respect and wield authority to unite competing Kremlin cliques – groups that Putin himself encouraged to form in order 

to ensure their weakness and continued fealty. 

Names like Sergei Kiriyenko, Nikolai Patrushev and Sergei Sobyanin are often bandied around when analysts play 

speculative “who succeeds Putin?” games. But each of them have either irritated Putin, given him cause to mistrust 

them, or would struggle to bring the different clans together. (Comment – To the above names one can add Yevgeny 

Prigozhin and Ramzan Kadyrov, but the latter is somewhat ostracized within “elitenik” Russian circles). 

3. Ethnic tensions 

A third reason Russia’s ongoing viability in the wake of defeat in Ukraine isn’t totally assured is that the war has 

exacerbated cracks between the privileged Russian political core and its ethnically concentrated periphery. Part of the 

mythos beloved by Russia’s far right is that Russia is the “Third Rome,” a necessary great power that unites people from 

different ethnic and religious backgrounds and prevents them from fighting one another. (Comment – First Rome was 

Rome itself and the second Rome was Constantinople). 

Given the relative poverty of Russia’s minorities, it’s unsurprising they tend to be over-represented in the military. We 

know, for instance, that Russia’s military casualties have come disproportionately from Russia’s poorest ethnic groups: 

Dagestanis, Chechens, Ingush, Buryats and Tuvans. 

We also know the Kremlin’s campaign to draft an additional 300,000 personnel for service in Ukraine was similarly 

targeted along ethnic lines. That shields the residents of Moscow and St Petersburg, keeping the war an abstract 

phenomenon that only touches their lives in peripheral ways. 

But it also means those on Russia’s periphery are effectively being used as cannon fodder. 

If Russia were to fracture, where and how might this come about? 

The North Caucuses would be the most likely centre of gravity. Of the few demonstrations against the Kremlin’s 

military mobilization campaign, those in Dagestan have been the most visible, including violent clashes with riot police. 

But attention is now also turning to Chechnya, where attempts to secede from Russia led to two wars: from 1994 to 

1996; and from 1999 to 2009. 
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Ramzan Kadyrov (mentioned above), the outspoken Chechen leader, has been kept on a fairly tight leash by Putin since 

being installed in 2007, and has been one of his most vigorous supporters. But this again underscores the fragility of 

Putin as the key to keeping others in check. 

Kadyrov has few friends in Moscow beyond the Russian president, and he has emerged as a leading critic of its military 

leadership – particularly Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu. On October 6 he followed the suggestion by Kiril Stremousov, 

the Moscow-backed chief of occupied Kherson, that Shoigu should consider suicide with the claim that General 

Oleksandr Lapin, a Shoigu ally, should be sent to the front lines to “wash away his shame with blood”. 

The concern here is that should Putin exit the political stage, Kadyrov would be very difficult to control. He has what 

amounts to his own private army (the Kadyrovtsy, who are loyal to him and have been implicated in numerous human 

rights abuses). More than that, he could be incentivized to exploit a power vacuum by seeking greater independence. 

This is important because Russia’s multi-ethnic makeup has not erased ethnic identities and ideas about nationhood. 

History is instructive here on two counts. One is that the dissolution of the USSR in 1991 was not brought about by 

Gorbachev, its last general secretary. Rather, the Soviet collapse was engendered by Boris Yeltsin, then-leader of the 

Russian Republic – as the largest part of the USSR – and the first president of the new Russian Federation. 

More broadly, the end of the Soviet Union came about due to simultaneous national revolutions, with Ukraine, Belarus, 

the Baltic States and the Central Asian former republics of the USSR all choosing self-determination rather than 

continuing to be part of the Soviet empire. 

A second historical fact is that the end of the USSR saw the creation of four new nuclear-armed states: Belarus, 

Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine. But the lesson of Ukraine in 2022 – which in 1991 was the most reluctant of the three 

non-Russian countries to hand control of the nuclear weapons on its territory back to Moscow – is that it’s vital to 

retain every instrument of power as potential insurance. 

Gradually, and then all at once 

This is why, aside from the human rights emergency it would represent, a fragmented Russia (or one in the middle of a 

civil war) would put regional and global security in a precarious position. Even a localized breakup would inevitably be 

along ethnic lines, and potentially create a variety of nuclear-armed aspirant statelets. 

And while the end of the Soviet Union literally reshaped Eurasia, any contemporary splintering of Russian power would 

potentially be far more dangerous, with no guarantee a potentially bloody domino effect could be averted. 

So is it speculative to talk about a future Russian collapse? Yes. Is there evidence it is imminent? No. But in many ways 

that’s the problem: when authoritarian regimes implode, they tend to do so very quickly, and with little warning. 

Hence in the Russian case, it’s important to consider all possible eventualities, even if they might appear implausible at 

the moment. 

And, if nothing else, it’s always better to be pleasantly surprised than blindsided by events we inconveniently decided 

not to foresee. 

Comment – Contrary to what many people believe, Russia is not a single nation. It is a federation consisting of 85 

federal subjects, out of which number 22 are considered “Republics.” These Republics, historically consisting of non-

Russian ethnic groups, enjoy autonomy and operate as nation-states. Interestingly, several of these Republics consist of 

ethnic groups that mainly adhere to the Islamic faith! 

Moscow claims that non-Russians comprise 22% of the total Russian Federation population – but it may be much higher 

than that number. 
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Seven of “republics” consist of ethnic groups that mainly adhere to the Islamic faith. These are (with Muslim population 

ratio in brackets) Dagestan (83%), Tatarstan (53%), Chechnya (95%), Bashkortostan (58%), Ingushetia (96%), Karachay-

Cherkessia (64%) and Kabardino-Balkaria (70%). 

In the course of Putin’s war in Ukraine, ever more non-Russians, at least some of whom were counted by Moscow as 

assimilated and thus Russian, have chosen to proudly declare themselves “not Russian.” 

(windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com). 

Simultaneously, many people whom the regime classifies as Russians view themselves as Siberians, Cossacks, 

Ingermanlanders, Novgorodians, or others and are now declaring that those are their identities whatever Moscow says. 

As a result, the actual share of non-Russians in the population of the Russian Federation is higher than Moscow thinks.  

And if one adds the migrant worker population, the non-Russian share of the population may be not the roughly one-

fifth that Moscow says but almost one-third. 

According to Valery Pekar, an instructor at Kyiv-Mohyla Business School, this non-Russian component of the population 

may soon be joined by people who have identified as Russians but now very much don’t want to  because of the war. 

(gordonua.com). 

His argument is certain to be disputed by many scholars and certainly by Moscow officials, but it is a compelling one – 

and if he is right, then the non-Russian share of the population of the Russian Federation may be 44 or even more 

percent, dangerously close from Moscow’s perspective to what was the case just before the USSR came apart. 

According to the Kyiv professor, the reason for his conclusion is that “people in Russia cannot repent” and thus will try 

to escape responsibility for the situation they find themselves by declaring themselves anything but Russian. In that 

event, he says, “tens of millions of them will say, ‘I’m not Russian.’” 

He contrasts what he says Russians are likely to do with what the Germans did after 1945. The latter went through 

repentance and purification for 25 years, something that required occupation but that was possible because however 

much the Germans departed from historical moral principles, they could return to that base and did so. 

Russia can’t be occupied – it is simply too large – Pekar continues. But the real problem is that Russians can’t repent. 

For that to happen, they would have to have basic ethics “and that is absent in Russia.” They lack a concept of sin both 

individually and collectively and instead are affected by shame. 

If repentance is impossible for Russians, so too it is impossible for them to remain where they are in a catastrophe such 

as their looming defeat in Ukraine. That might seem insoluble, but there is a way out. “Instead of the remorse they 

can’t achieve, tens of millions will say, ‘I’m not Russian; it doesn’t concern me; it’s not my system; it’s not my war.” 

In this situation, these “tens of millions” of Russians will suddenly reidentify as members of various non-Russian nations 

or as Siberians, Cossacks, people of the Urals, or Pomors. Some activists are already drawing up passports for the 

citizens of Karelia or the United States of Siberia.” 

Add to the above the percentage of “Russian” soldiers falling in the Ukrainian War is far higher, much higher, of these 

non-Russian peoples, Muslim “republics” or peoples with long-standing ethnic opposition stances to inclusion in the 

Russian Federation, than that of “Russians” from Moscow, St. Petersburg and other “Russian” areas in the west of the 

Federation. 

The Russian Federation as it currently exists is a tinderbox waiting to explode. Given the weakness exhibited by Putin 

and the Kremlin in their Ukrainian expedition, and the now apparent failings across most fronts, peripheral and 
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“separate” Russian oblasts, republics or whatever, will increasingly start to view this as their time in history to reclaim 

their identities and independence. 

 


